SUCCESS STORY

Purdue Federal Credit Union Secures Critical Systems

Summary
Leading financial institution, Purdue Federal Credit Union, serves over 71,000 members nationwide. This makes security of the utmost importance for Sr. Network Administrator Dee Lucas and her team. After deploying Carbon Black’s powerful application control solution, Cb Protection, Dee and the SOC team have been able to secure critical systems and achieve compliance.

Locking Down Critical Systems and Servers
With thousands of customers and systems containing sensitive financial data, critical system lockdown was imperative for the team at Purdue Federal Credit Union. After evaluating a number of solutions, Lucas and the team chose Cb Protection.

“Carbon Black was the easiest application control solution to use. We had traditional AV for years and we decided to replace it with Carbon Black” says Lucas. “Cb Protection has helped us sleep at night and has saved us a number of times.”

Additionally, Lucas notes, “Not only has it helped us achieve compliance but it has provided us with a significant time savings. We used to spend hours reimaging machines and because of Cb Protection we don’t waste our time on that anymore.”

Preventing Unwanted Change
Purdue Federal Credit Union prides themselves in achieving a high security posture not only for their customers but also for their employees. Cb Protection has allowed them to prevent insider threats.

“It’s important to have internal controls in place for things like USB protection, especially as a financial institute” says Lucas. “One of the first things we look at is how to protect ourselves from an insider threat and having Carbon Black in
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“Cb Protection has helped us sleep at night and has saved us a number of times.”

Conclusion
Purdue Federal Credit Union today has all of their servers and critical systems in lockdown, and has seen great success since replacing their traditional antivirus solution with Carbon Black.

Lucas says, “I came to Purdue Federal Credit Union and Cb Protection was one of the first things I started working on. Since deployment it’s been a great product for us.”
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